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Mirada is a leading provider of integrated software solutions
for TV and video services. With more than 20 years of
experience, the company led by CEO José Luis Vázquez prides
itself on its pioneer solutions that have helped position over
50 customers across four continents at the forefront of the
digital TV industry.
Mirada’s core focus is to empower its clients to respond to
consumers’ ever-growing global demand for digital content by
offering an end-to-end product with an entire ecosystem of apps
available across all user devices, delivered with a seamless and
state-of-the-art UI and strengthened by Mirada’s consolidated
partnerships with technology and content providers.
Mirada’s solutions have been deployed by operators and
broadcasters worldwide, including izzi Telecom, ATN
International, One Communications, Viya, Zapi, Digital TV
Cable and Skytel. Headquartered in London, Mirada has
commercial representation across Europe, Latin America and
Asia and operates technology centres in Spain and Mexico.
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Knowledge is power and using it in
the right way, the key to success.
Before diving deeper into what makes a winning user segmentation strategy —
and how can video services make it theirs— it is crucial to understand why it is a
must in order to stand out in the current video services landscape.
Remember that time before Disney+, HBO Max…? Indeed, neither do us. The video
services landscape has not only completely transformed itself in the last few years
- it continues to do so.
As content production remains on the rise and new competitors join the arena,
video services are left to deal with falling engagement rates, and battle increased
user churn as viewers abandon their subscriptions altogether in their search for
what to watch.

How does Netflix do that?
It is easy to believe the solution lies in
having the widest content offer possible in the hopes of attracting more
viewers. But if content was all that matters, how are big catalogue owners still
experiencing the same user retention
challenges as their smaller peers?
As content consumption habits evolve
and change, viewers become more demanding towards the platforms they
subscribe to, forcing video services to
offer the most personalised experience
in order to ensure engagement.
Just as important as having the most
sought-after titles is enabling viewers
to find them, and even better - helping
them discover their new favourites in
an experience they can enjoy. This is the
strategy followed by streaming giants
such as Netflix with their refined recommendation system.
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It is no coincidence they always seem
to know the next thing that could spark
your interest. Netflix began putting
data at the centre of their operations
strategy as early as in 2006, when they
launched the Netflix Prize - a competition where participating teams had to
sift through an anonymised data set of
over 100 million ratings of 17,770 movies from 480,189 customers in order to
make the company’s recommendation
engine 10% more accurate, and win $1
million in the process.
As James Bennett, Netflix’s Vice
President for recommendations systems
at the time, told The New York Times,

the data set is the
big deal here.
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The power of data done right
Every video platform already counts with all the information needed to offer a more
tailored experience that includes:

PERSONALISED CONTENT
RECOMMENDATIONS AND BETTER
CONSUMPTION PROMOTION.

IMPROVED MONETISATION AND
REDUCED ANNOYANCE THROUGH
ADVERTISING THAT MATTERS
TO THE FINAL USER.

HIGHER USER ENGAGEMENT
AND LOWER CHURN.

Now, how can video services reach it all? It takes not only the right tools, but also the
right strategy and being able to implement it, either on their own or with the right
partner, in order to make the most of the data showing how users behave, what
they want, what content they prefer and many more possibilities to help their business grow - while becoming their users’ favourite.
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How to
Divide & Conquer
VIEWERS’ HEARTS
2022 Mirada
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What is user segmentation & what it does
Getting to know your users - to give them just what they want

Segmentations: criteria used to divide users
based on common characteristics, such
as grouping only viewers f rom a specif ic
geographical region.

Segments: resulting groups of users, such
as viewers in region A or region B, or identifying
households with kids and/or true crime fans.

Granularity: the depth in which a
segmentation goes, either as households,
user profiles or even devices.

User segmentation allows to classify and
group a platform’s users that share a set
of common characteristics, in order to
tackle each segment’s different and specific needs. Video services need to first
establish the criteria they are looking for
in their viewers (segmentations), then
leverage the different segments to target the actions advancing towards their
business objectives, for example:
 ظHave users recently joined the
platform? Classifying them by their
subscription date will help
to target special discounts and
vouchers towards them.
 ظAre they heavy mobile phone users,
and enjoy watching sports replays
on the go? Identifying sports fans
and among them, those accessing
the platform via their phones, will
hint at editorial teams to push the
content they will enjoy it the most.

To harness all the different possibilities for personalisation, video services need:

A refined and structured
approach to data collection
and processing.

Extracting the right information
about users’ behaviour
and preferences.

Being able to utilise this
information towards their
business goals.

All the above, with the right tools at hand, make a winning user segmentation strategy.
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Every journey begins with the first step, and in order to segment viewers it is crucial to start by carefully laying out the business goals video services want to
achieve and understanding the difference between the variables at play - only
then they can identify the criteria needed to establish the user segmentation journey.
Video services can choose to classify their viewers based on criteria such as:

Demographic factors such
as age, household composition,
geographical region etc.

Perceived value based on the
payment method, content
packages included in their
subscription, engagement
levels etc.

Behavioural traits like amount
of time spent on the platform,
preferred devices, watching
habits etc.

When looking for the right criteria, there is no one-size-fits-all formula as viewers
come in all shapes and sizes, which is why video services cannot lose track of their
business goals to ensure their efforts are targeted in just the way they need.

Setting up segmentations
How to tell your sport fans with kids from your dog-loving hardcore sci-fi lovers
We all know that one die-hard action film fan who enjoys the odd cheesy romantic
film. Many sports fans tend to be (even more) supportive of smaller local teams
than the famous, major league ones. We can keep bringing up more similar examples, but it seems pretty clear that no user belongs to just one category, and that is
why the right strategy needs to take into account the main two challenges about
segmentations:

Define how segmentations relate
to each other.
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Define the type of segmentations and
how they will be created.
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To provide video services with as much granularity as possible, it is imperative that
user segmentations are able to act independently from each other, allowing for
one subscriber to be tagged or characterised by many different labels and to belong to different segmentations at the same time.

Once it has been established how segmentations will behave, it is time to
dive into segment creation. At Mirada we have identified 3 different types:

Declarative segmentations automatically
classifying subscribers based on data declared
in the platform’s back-end, eg. region, or time of
subscription.

Enumerative segmentations manually created to
follow the service’s own subjective goals, or
imported from the video service’s own databases,
eg. payment method, or identified VIP users.

Descriptive segmentations resulting from logic
operations created from previous segmentations,
such as additions, intersections… to reach more
complex segments that can be combined for more
precision, eg. subscribers in region A that enjoy
superhero films.

And now? Putting segmentations to work
Laying out the right business goals and finding which exact segments to target are
only the beginning of a video service’s segmentation strategy - success comes from
making sure segmentations are actionable.
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Practical case
SEGMENTATION
IN ACTION!
THE MIRADA APPROACH TO
A FULL-ROUND SEGMENTATION STRATEGY
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At Mirada, we believe in the potential of segmentation and want to support our
customers in making the best data-driven decisions, which is why we developed
a tool that could:

 ظExtract multiple types of data from
various sources.
 ظClassify a platform’s users based on
manual or automated criteria.
 ظMake use of actionable segmentations
to personalise both editorial and
promotional aspects of the video service.

The result is Segmenter, an easy-to-use and intuitive backend tool that forms part
of Mirada Iris, our end-to-end solution to deliver the best viewing experience seamlessly across all user devices, empowered by its ecosystem of tools for operators to
customise and take full control of their platform. Currently, Segmenter is deployed
for several Mirada customers worldwide, such as izzi Telecom in Mexico, Zapi in
Spain or ATN International in the Caribbean, with more to come in Asia and America.

Mirada’s Segmenter provides a comprehensive dashboard to create, manage and activate all
audience segmentations from one place
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Segmenter is Mirada’s tool for actionable user segmentation empowering video
services to:
 ظHarness real-time data from
multiple sources across a video
service’s platform.

 ظImprove programmatic Dynamic
Ad Insertion in linear TV.

 ظEnhance personalisation of the
experience thanks to the
integration with other tools.

 ظAutomate push notifications to
specific users.

One of the Segmenter’s main advantages is enabling video services to create actionable segmentations and then export and target them across their platform’s
entire ecosystem - all from one single login.
The process begins with extracting information such as consumption activity (eg.
how much time users spend watching content), navigational data (eg. how long
does it take them to choose what to watch), operational information (eg. which devices they prefer) and more directly from Iris backend system together with data
intelligence platform LogIQ in order to create the segmentations.
The integration with LogIQ unlocks a fourth type of segment creation: inferred
segmentations.

Clusters of users obtained in the inferred segmentation of "user engagement" based on their content
consumption, devices of preference and days with a viewing session during the analysis period
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Inferred segmentations maximise the data extracted from a video service’s platform, creating automated segmentations related to the use of the platform through
AI and machine learning techniques. The result is complex multi-variable segmentations that can identify subscribers with kids, sport lovers, and even determine the
value of subscribers based on their profile, behaviour, probability to cancel their
subscription and much more.
Once users are categorised, video services can take them further to personalise the
user experience with:

 ظEditorial curation and content
promotion: knowing users’
preferences is the key to push just
the titles they want to watch.

 ظA/B testing across the platform to
try different content and promotional
strategies on specific target
audiences.

 ظPersonalise the homepage design
and content with Mirada’s UX
Evolver, the tool empowering nontechnical teams to tinker with and
modify all the elements of the user
interface to offer what will be more
attractive for each segment.

 ظPartial deployment of platform
functionalities that could enhance
the viewing experience of groups
of users.
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This way, video services can harness segmentation information, which can be then
integrated with multiple sources to further enhance the final users’ advertising
experience, including:
 ظPersonalised Push Notifications
and TV ads, which can be easily
targeted to specific users using
Mirada’s tool PromoLab, integrated
to import segmentations directly
from the Segmenter tool.
 ظVideo platform as a billboard:
harnessing the advertising
elements that enable ad insertion
on the platform itself.

 ظGoogle Ad Manager: integrated for
a better and more targeted
Dynamic Ad Insertion (DAI) based
on customer segmentation
information to offer the most
relevant ads to users and even
enabling pre- and mid-rolls for
AVoD strategies.

Practical case 1 | That series all the kids at
school are talking about
Super-aggregation strategies are key to boost a video service’s offerings, now able
to bring subscribers access to their favourite content provider titles from one place.
Clever operators can even take the opportunity to piggyback on the success of content
providers. Let’s imagine HBO Max is releasing the new season of a viral series aimed at
children, and offering a subscription price discount around the time of the premiere.
With Segmenter, video services integrated with HBO Max can quickly identify
among their existing users not only which households have kids among their viewers, but also which ones have shown to prefer content similar to the upcoming series, and even the ones that do not count with an HBO Max account - yet.
Once the segmentations have been achieved, integration with the other tools in
the Iris ecosystem allows to quickly take advantage of the promotional possibilities:

Send push notifications
to users who could be
interested in subscribing
to HBO Max on the
series release.
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Adapt the user interface
to insert ads with the
discounted subscription
fee on offer, together
with promotional images
of the series.
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The homepage of selected users can be edited to include the special offer and promote the series.

The day after the series release, hopefully a whole new bunch of
kids will be talking about their favourite bits during recess.

Practical case 2 | It is the Summer Olympics
on your platform
We firmly believe twice as many people prefer watching sports than actually playing them. Which is why sports events are great opportunities for video services
worldwide - and few go as big as the Olympic Games.
Operators broadcasting the Games can jump on them to boost engagement and
content consumption by identifying “sports lovers” among their users and tailoring
specific content promotion and strategies towards them:
 ظCreating a dedicated page or content module in the user interface grouping all
the different games, on live to VoD.
 ظAdapting the segment’s user interface to highlight the Olympic Games
broadcasting on the homepage, with a promotional banner.
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 ظAdding content stripes with related content just for that segment, such as
popular documentaries, films and series around the Olympic Games,
for those who cannot just have enough.

Video services can tailor Games-related content
to each segment based on their preferences.

A winning strategy is able to take segmentations across the video
service’s entire ecosystem, making them actionable throughout the
operator’s platform.

Real life applications - with real life results
Mexican telco giant izzi Telecom was one of the first to incorporate the possibilities
of Segmenter to their business intelligence strategy, applying actionable segmentation to enhance advertising and monetisation of their platform. The positive impact included a 240% usage increase of ad inventory related to programmatic
advertising for izzi between January and December 2021.
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Irma Medina Peralta, Deputy Director of Business Intelligence for Advertising Sales
at izzi, commented on Segmenter:

izzi included Addressable TV in its commercial advertising offering in
early 2021. Addressable TV advertising goes one step further,
impacting audiences that are relevant to brands within controlled
and secure premium quality content, measuring the real-time
performance of each ad and achieving personalised campaigns
focused on the brand's target.
Its main feature is to segment audiences by serving ads in
different clusters to active users in real time and offer our clients
different segments based on the user's profile, their behaviour
within our platform and the characteristics of their subscription.
Awareness and Branding are our greatest strengths, and this tool
has contributed to generate closer communication with the
audience and increase advertisers' sales channels by offering direct
connectivity from izzi's mobile applications to the client's website or
e-commerce.
Digital advertising has allowed us to expand the reach of television,
with targeting being a powerful tool to consolidate our product.

With the right segmentation strategy, video services can generate
more revenue through targeted advertising, as well as increase
subscribers’ engagement on their platform and avoid potential churn.
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Would you like to learn more about segmentation, or discover
the possibilities of other tools in the Mirada Iris ecosystem?
Contact ask@mirada.tv
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